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Abstract
There is a vast amount of unstructured text data generated
every day analyzing and making sense of these text-based
datasets is a complex, cumbersome task. The existing vi-
sualization tools that analyze text data, leveraging Natural
Language Processing (NLP) techniques, are often tailored
for structured text-based data. They also fail to support
reading, a crucial analysis task to validate the output of
NLP techniques. We designed and developed TextVista, an
NLP-enriched visualization tool that supports analysts dur-
ing their analysis of unstructured text with temporal refer-
ences. Our tool combines techniques including clustering,
sentiment analysis, and threat detection with three views
that visualize high-level patterns in the data to encourage
reading. We report on TextVista’s iterative design process,
which included a focus group to distill design requirements,
a think-aloud interview study with data analysts to under-
stand their impressions of the tool, and a diary study to assess
its long-term usage. Through this process, we identified how
TextVista supported the analysis of unstructured text with
temporal references using NLP techniques and fosteredmeth-
ods to promote reading in situ. TextVista also encouraged
serendipity when analyzing data via its question-focused
overviews and flexible avenues to explore data.

Keywords: Data Analysis, Reasoning, Problem Solving, De-
cision Making, Qualitative Evaluation, Text/Document Data
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1 Introduction
There has been a surge in text-based data created daily, much
of which originates from sources like medical records, news
articles, and social media, all with a temporal nature. Analyz-
ing such data is crucial to understanding the thematic and
temporal trends within the data, unleashing new insights,
and making informed decisions; however, as this text data
is unstructured, it is impractical to manually process and
analyze such data [34]. While machine-learning approaches
have been successful in modeling human languages, they
often lack the syntactic and semantic understanding, as well
as the domain expertise needed to interpret unstructured
data [36]. Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques can
transform unstructured text into structured data, addressing
language ambiguity challenges and enhancing the utility of
data for applications such as text analytics.

Although we can employ NLP techniques to examine un-
structured text data, the complexities of data can pose diffi-
culties when identifying unexplored questions or questions
we haven’t realized are essential to ask. Data visualization is
a promising solution that can support analysts in uncovering
unknown unknowns, i.e., questions that are only uncovered
while visually browsing data, finding underlying patterns
and relationships that otherwise would have remained hid-
den, and revealing patterns and discovering valuable insights
that might have otherwise remained concealed [8, 28]. Data
analysts often search for answers to specific questions about
the relationships between segments of their data, the social
context of language usage, and so on. While NLP techniques
can suggest potential patterns in data and help analysts
choose which data to consult further, it is up to the ana-
lyst to navigate the data, read its source, and develop deeper
insights. Visually displaying the NLP outputs can support
analysts in validating the NLP technique outputs and allow
analysts to develop a deeper sense of trust in the system.
Thus, we need to develop visualization tools that provide
explicit visual links between an NLP technique’s output and
the source data used to derive said output, tools that can
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support data analysts in quickly and easily determining the
audience, context, and purpose of the underlying source data.
Many visualization tools have leveraged NLP techniques

to support the exploration of unstructured text data [59, 60,
70, 74], while few have integrated text with other structured
fields such as time [10, 18, 22, 61]. However, these tools
often cater exclusively to specific goals for domain experts,
such as medical chart review for healthcare providers [60,
61]; social media research for social scientists [10]; reading,
storytelling, fact-checking for journalists [22, 59, 70]. These
tools also do not support data analysts in analyzing their text
data beyond keyword extraction, summarizing, and finding
patterns or clusters [18, 57, 74]. Most unstructured text-based
data have temporal references. However, to our knowledge,
there is a lack of tools for data analysts to visually analyze
unstructured text with temporal references, aiding in finding
patterns, relationships, entities, phrases, sentiments, toxicity,
and anomalies while having direct access to the raw data.

We designed, developed, and evaluated TextVista, an NLP-
enriched text data visualization tool that supports analyz-
ing unstructured text with temporal references by visual-
izing source data and high-level NLP patterns. Inspired by
prior research [59, 60, 62], TextVista supports transitions
between high-level summaries by visually displaying the
patterns alongside the source data to promote reading. To
understand how NLP techniques and visualizations could
support the analysis of unstructured text with temporal ref-
erences, we conducted focus groups with data analysts who
had different analysis goals. The focus group transcripts
were distilled into challenges, analysis-based questions, and
tasks that informed TextVista’s design. We then evaluated
TextVista using a think-aloud interview study to gain in-
sights into analysts’ thought processes as they interacted
with TextVista. After making aesthetic changes to the inter-
face suggested by interview study participants, we conducted
a diary study with two analysts who used TextVista to ana-
lyze their own datasets. These two evaluations demonstrated
that combining multiple NLP techniques with visualizations
can facilitate the analysis of unstructured text-based data. By
supporting transitions from high-level patterns to the source
text, TextVista not only supported reading, a critical step
during text analysis, but also contextualized the patterns
identified by the NLP techniques. Our contributions are:
1. A set of design requirements for visualizing unstructured

text data with temporal references enriched by NLP.
2. TextVista, a data visualization tool for analyzing unstruc-

tured text with temporal references, supporting data ana-
lysts in finding patterns, relationships, entities, phrases,
sentiments, and anomalies with direct access to the data.

3. A longitudinal diary study to evaluate how data analysts
can integrate TextVista into their daily workflow outside
of a controlled study environment.

4. A set of guidelines on how to best design NLP-enriched
text-based data visualizations.

2 Related Work
We review visualizations that support the analysis of unstruc-
tured text, as well as visualizations that facilitate reading
while sensemaking and support serendipitous text analysis.

2.1 Visualizations Analyzing Unstructured Text
Text analysis is a common task that analysts frommany fields
perform; however, it can be challenging to visualize text-
based data due to its lack of structure. To address this lack
of structure, some visualizations have integrated structured
fields with unstructured text [41]. For example, some visu-
alizations leverage temporal references [11, 22, 53, 63, 71].
TIARA [71] helps visualize text documents by summariz-
ing them into a set of topics and showing the evolution of
these topics over time. Timelinecurator [22] is a timeline
creation tool that journalists can use to automatically extract
event data from unstructured text documents with temporal
references. Parallel tag clouds [11] visualize the differences
among subsets of the data over time usingword clouds. Other
researchers have also used temporal references in unstruc-
tured data to visualize themes, entities, and frequencies of
certain words over time [42, 53, 63].

Other researchers have leveragedmultiple structured fields
such as dates, locations, or author names [18, 57] to visually
display text data. ViTA-SSD is a system that allows users
to choose and visualize the distribution of various struc-
tured fields based on a color-coded matrix coupled with his-
tograms [57]. TextTile is a text visualization tool that applies
operations performed on categorical, ordinal, and quanti-
tative structured data to unstructured data using tile-like
visualization segments [18]. However, these tools do not sup-
port analysts in analyzing their text data beyond keyword
extraction, summarizing, and finding patterns or clusters.

Additionally, some visualizations have leveragedNLP tech-
niques such as Named Entity Recognition (NER), clustering,
labelling, and sentiment analysis to support the exploration
of unstructured text data [21, 50, 58]. Jigsaw supported anal-
ysis through interactive, modular visualizations that were
powered by NER [58]. Although Jigsaw supported the explo-
ration of the text through various views, it did not provide
overviews of the themes in the underlying text, so users
had to have a ‘target’ in mind before exploring their data.
ConceptVector [50] used clustering to visualize clusters in se-
mantic space. While ConceptVector enabled users to directly
manipulate parts of a visualized cluster to refine concepts
to their needs, it offered limited support for sensemaking
or reading source text within a visualization. While NLP
techniques can support the analysis of unstructured text,
they will not replace the human judgement needed for fine-
grained, qualitative forms of analysis [4, 21]. Thus, to our
knowledge, there is a lack of NLP-enriched tools for data
analysts with diverse goals to visually analyze unstructured
text only with temporal references.
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2.2 Visualizations for Reading While Sensemaking
and Serendipitous Text Analysis

While analyzing text, analysts search for insights to answer
questions or hypotheses they have. During this process,
reading (or skimming) is a key part of an analyst’s work-
flow [27, 37, 59, 73]. Several tools have been designed to
support reading while interacting with visualizations. For
example, Storifier, a text-based visualization tool for jour-
nalists [59], enabled users to drill down from a corpus-level
overview to the original source text. The ability to explore a
large corpus of text-based data at macro and micro scales pro-
vided users with a supportive interface to efficiently explore
narratives. As another example, to support the reviewing of
medical notes, Chartwalk [61] used NLP techniques to ex-
tract an overview of a patient’s chart and create a timeline of
events. While some of these visualization systems supported
reading, they were not built to encourage high-level patterns
and serendipitous discoveries while reading.
Previous research has investigated models and visualiza-

tions designed to support serendipity [3, 7, 44, 46, 64]. McCay-
Peet and Toms proposed amodel of serendipity in knowledge
work [44]. During this process, users search for something
interesting [7], of value, or that sparks curiosity [46]. While
searching, an unexpected trigger is encountered that causes
a bisociation (i.e., an association between two previously
unconnected pieces of data) and leads to an unexpected so-
lution to a problem that was not initially intended to be
solved [16, 44]. Although these ‘serendipitous triggers’ can
play a powerful role in the process of analysis, little is known
about what makes an effective serendipitous trigger.
Research has also examined the precipitating conditions

of serendipity, i.e., analytical active learning [19, 46]. By en-
suring that the user is at the center of interaction when using
exploratory visualization systems and encouraging them to
make discoveries in different ways, one can create an envi-
ronment that promotes serendipity [7]. Few visualization
tools have explored designing for serendipity. The Bohemian
Bookshelf [64] was a visualization tool that helped readers
discover books from a library’s e-book collection by playfully
exploring cover art colour, a timeline view, author name, and
book thickness. Providing views with different foci enabled
users to change their focus and thus enhanced serendipity.
Serendip [3] was a re-orderable matrix text visualization
tool that used topic modelling techniques to identify the
topics. The matrix order could be set by the distribution of a
user-selected topic, similarity, or query. Both Serendip and
Bohemian Bookshelf used visualizations to create environ-
ments conducive to serendipity; however, these systems do
not support reading and analysis of unstructured text.

3 Design Requirements and Prototype
To understand how data analysts investigate unstructured
text datasets and gather a list of questions for their investi-
gation, we employed an iterative, user-centered design pro-
cess [24, 47] and conducted a focus group.

3.1 Participants
We recruited 4 data analysts who analyzed text-based datasets
as part of their work: P1 - a 47-year-old male CEO of an AI
Analytics company with 2 years of experience; P2 - a 51-
year-old male Data Engineer and Analyst with 5 years of
experience; P3 - a 44-year-old male Analytics Engineering
Consultant with 7 years of experience; and P4 - a 41-year-old
male Professor and Data Analyst with 6 years of experience

3.2 Methodology
Following the nested model for visualization design and
validation [45] and a framework for requirement gathering
focus groups [33, 35], we conducted a focus group with two
sessions. The outcomes from the first session informed the
topics and low-fidelity prototypes discussed in the second
session. The focus group was chosen for its ability to foster
idea exchange among participants [17, 68]. Each session, con-
ducted remotely inMicrosoft Teams, included a demographic
survey and lasted 3 hours, audio/video recorded.
During the first focus group session, we asked questions

and facilitated discussions about participants’ current ap-
proaches and tools for analyzing text-based data and their
goals and challenges. Following this, we conducted grounded
theory analysis of the transcripts using open coding in NVivo
software. Each transcript was independently coded by two re-
searchers, both are master’s students in human-computer in-
teraction. These researchers underwent qualitative research
training from an experienced qualitative analyst. Researchers
discussed and developed a codebook, resolving discrepancies
during the coding. Emerging themes and patterns from the
codes were identified and discussed. From this analysis, we
distilled our initial set of design requirements and analysis
tasks, which informed the creation of a series of low-fidelity
paper prototypes (See Supplementary Materials).

In the second focus group session, we presented the design
requirements and visualization tasks and conducted a walk-
through of our low-fidelity paper prototypes, which helped
avoid threats to the validity of the prototypes [45]. We used
a Miro board to share prototypes and gather feedback. Then,
we analyzed the transcripts from the second focus group ses-
sion using grounded theory following a similar approach to
the analysis conducted in the first focus group session [12].

3.3 Results
The results from the two sessions led to the identification
and validation of the design requirements and the tasks that
data analysts need to conduct to analyze their text datasets.
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3.3.1 Transitions to Support Reading. All participants
spoke about how once they had searched for or identified a
pattern or trend, they would drill down to read the associated
unstructured text, “The more I read through all of that [text],
I’m starting to get an understanding of the structure.” (P2).
Participants also desired assistance in identifying new ways
to look at their data,“a semantic helper that pre-processes it
and kind of tells me, what would be the different angles you
could look at that data from? What . . . different entities you
could extract from that data?” (P2). Thus, it is necessary for
our tool to support transitions between different levels
of detail to facilitate reading within views (DR1).

3.3.2 Timescale Explorations. Participants showed in-
terest in identifying changes in data over time, especially in
analyzing relationships between people or groups, as well
as between people and topics, and understanding the senti-
ment’s role in these relationships. While they employ NLP
techniques to quantify sentiment in text segments [29, 69],
participants struggled to understand how andwhy sentiment
changed over time. e.g., “Am I going to take a snapshot at dif-
ferent points in time of the same dataset, or am I going to merge
it all together? ... How will I measure it to help me understand
how it has evolved since the last time? It becomes complicated.”
(P3). Additionally, participants noted challenges in working
with datasets of varying sizes, granularity levels, and time
scales. They emphasized the need for dynamically adjusting
and revealing different data dimensions over time. e.g., “I re-
ally think of [flexible timescales] as a microscope ... If you have
a microscope that allows you to see the atom, great, the atom
won’t change because of the microscope ... it’s the microscope
that changes the object of research itself” (P4). Thus, our tool
needs to use flexible timescales to support exploring
the temporal dimension of data (DR2).

3.3.3 Triggering Serendipitous Discovery. Participants
usually began their analysis motivated by a research goal
or question, such as the dynamics between people or the
relationships between people and the topics discussed in
the data. They mentioned being triggered by unexpected
information, like a person or place, or discovering a pattern
that led to new questions about their data. e.g., “we think
we’re going after something and then we all of a sudden get,
you know, punched in the face with something that we weren’t
expecting so I think that there’s an element of, how do we cap-
ture that?” (P1). Participants also discussed the challenge
of finding ‘unknown unknowns’ or unexpected things that
they were not aware of and did not understand [54]. For
example, P1 shared an instance of discovering an unknown
unknown, stating “You know, like when [my team was] doing
analysis on Ukraine and Russia a month ago, we saw that
Syria popped up and we’re like, oh, wait a minute, we had
no idea. So you follow the node, and then you start to under-
stand.” These discussions highlighted how topics, entities,
sentiments, and unexpected words could serve as triggers

Table 1. The low-level tasks supported by Text Frequency,
Sentiment and Semantic Clustering, and Entity Dial views.

for serendipitous insights. Thus, our tool should use NLP
techniques to identify data that could be used to create
and visualize potential triggers for serendipity (DR3).

3.3.4 Exploration via Personalization. Participantswere
from various fields with diverse goals and questions about
their data, but they all sought insight. They were eager to
uncover the story hidden within the intricate layers of infor-
mation. They mentioned, “I’m sure that, like, I have all the
data that I need to tell a really good story...it’s really what’s
hidden behind, like a thick layer of the media biases, all of
the opinion pieces . . . that hides the skeleton of what the story
is”. This poses a challenge when determining what to show
within a visualization or view. Participants expressed frus-
tration with the lack of suitable tools or methods to aid their
exploration. “It’s just annoying because I just don’t have the
methodology or whatever the helper to help me discover”. The
user should be encouraged to quickly and flexibly explore
different aspects of their data by personalizing the view in
ways that are meaningful to their analysis [7]. Thus, our tool
should support exploration via personalization (DR4).

3.4 Visualization Tasks
Though our participants’ goals differed, they sought answers
to similar questions during their analyses. We identified 15
questions that were common across participants and their
corresponding tasks to answer these questions. To determine
the best way to develop a visualization system to address
the needs and tasks, we aligned these questions, we aligned
these questions to Amar, Eagan, and Stasko’s taxonomy [5].
We grouped these questions into three categories (views)
based on their similarities, as shown in Table 1. The first
view corresponds to tasks that explore terms used in the text
and their frequency (T1, T2). The second view is for explor-
ing the sentiment (T6) and toxicity score (T8) of text entries.
This also includes topics being discussed (T4), how the topic
clusters change over time (T5), and the sentiment (T7) and
toxicity (T9) of these topics and how they change over time.
The third view is for identifying entities (e.g., players, orga-
nizations) (T11). It includes tasks such as exploring topics in
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relation to entities (T12) and analyzing the sentiment (T13)
and toxicity (T14) of the texts in relation to the identified
entities and topics. All these three views include direct access
to the source of data to read the input text (T3, T10, T15).
In order to meet DR1, we ensured all views began with

an overview. Participants can click on parts of the visual-
ization that pique their interest in the overview, which will
then bring the corresponding text entry. This allows par-
ticipants to read the source text easily. To fulfill DR2, we
introduced two ways to filter time - by time range (selecting
the start and end points) and by aggregation interval (years,
quarters, months, weeks, days, etc.). To meet DR3, we added
playfulness to our design, allowing users to interact with
data by topics, entities, and sentiments across all three views.
We supported exploratory search, providing analysts with
agency to determine what should be visualized. Finally, DR4
was fulfilled by providing personalization options, such as
choosing encodings (color, shape, line type) and the utility
of adding or removing columns in the tabular reading pane.

4 TextVista
TextVista 1 was implemented using React.js and D3.js, in-
putting timestamped, text-based, CSV-formatted files that
were processed via NLP techniques. In response to the three
categories of tasks, we designed and developed TextVista
with three views (i.e., the Text Frequency View, the Sentiment
and Semantic Clustering View, and the Entity Dial View). All
views had consistent filtering options, interactions, layouts,
and colourblind-friendly colour schemes [65]. Below, we de-
scribe the NLP techniques and processing performed and
provide a system example workflow. 2

4.1 NLP Techniques
TextVista can visualize any data that contains unstructured
text with temporal references. Our data input contained
artifacts such as hashtags and emojis; thus, before the NLP
techniques were applied, the data was cleaned by removing
all artifacts and translating them into English if necessary.
Based on the tasks identified during focus group sessions, we
then employed the below NLP techniques to process the data
to respond to the tasks (Table 1). We also identified the text
data source (T3, T10, T15) by identifying the corresponding
variable before applying NLP techniques.
• Term Frequency: To address (T1, T2), the Term Fre-
quency technique [32] was used to output the frequency
and indexed location of extracted unique terms and n-
grams (i.e., phrases).

• Clustering and Cluster Labelling: To enable users to fil-
ter by topics (T4, T12), the text data was transformed into

1TextVista: https://witty-meadow-01b0d9610.2.azurestaticapps.net/.
2The workflow uses that final design of TextVista, though it went through
multiple iterations before reaching this point. For example, the Filter Menu
was moved based on participant comments in our evaluations.

a vector embedding space using Sentence Bidirectional
Encoder Representations from Transformers (SBERT) [51]
and the vectors were organized into clusters using Hier-
archical Agglomerative Clustering (HAC) [13]. Initially,
each text entry formed its own cluster, and clusters were
merged iteratively based on similarity. The central topic
was identified as the node or cluster member that achieved
the highest importance score in a graph network using
the PageRank algorithm [49]. Clusters were then given
descriptive, human-readable labels.

• Principal Component Analysis (PCA): To address (T5),
PCA was performed to simplify the vector representa-
tions into two dimensions to enable the visualization of
the semantic space of the text [32, 40]. We experimented
with 3 different dimensionality reduction methods: PCA,
t-distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE), and
Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection (UMAP).
When we plotted the reduced data in a 2D space, the PCA
gave us the most visually appropriate results.

• Sentiment Analysis: To assist users in answering ques-
tions about the sentiment of their text (T6, T7, T13), pre-
trained BERT models [15, 43] categorized each cluster as
either positive or negative. We only considered positive and
negative sentiments as the BERT model performs better
in binary sentiment classification [25, 72].

• Toxicity score: To address (T8, T9, T14), a toxicity score
was used. One source of unstructured text is online sources,
where threats and toxicity are rampant, Google Perspec-
tive API 3 [39] was used to classify the cluster (topics) and
text entries as threats or not threats. We visualized toxicity
scores and sentiment analysis together because varying
sentiments may contribute to increased conversation tox-
icity [6, 52]. Combining them may reveal more patterns
and potentially trigger serendipitous discoveries.

• Named Entity Recognition (NER): To answer (T11),
NER was performed using contextual string embeddings
combined with a bi-directional Long Short-Term Mem-
ory network with a Conditional Random Fields layer (Bi-
LSTM-CRF) [2]. Similar to the Stanford NLP four-class
model of NER [20], the entities were labelled as person
(PER), location (LOC), organization (ORG), or other (MISC).

4.2 Example Workflow
To illustrate how TextVista can be used to visually explore
and analyze unstructured text data with temporal references,
we describe an example workflow with Frank. Frank is a
fictional policy analyst who is responsible for making sug-
gestions to Canadian public health agencies about how to
improve the efficacy of their policies. He is monitoring social
media (i.e., Twitter) to identify trends in the public’s response

3As this API was primarily trained to detect ‘threatening language’ in social
media text, it is limited in that the subjective nature of threatening language
can lead to biased or misclassifications.

https://witty-meadow-01b0d9610.2.azurestaticapps.net/
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Figure 1. The Sentiment and Semantic Clustering View. (A) The stacked histogram in this example depicts data over 30-minute
intervals. When hovering over a section, a tooltip provides more information about the sentiment distribution. (B) The cluster
view displays the data in semantic space, with (C) clustered outliers in the bottom left-hand corner indicating a bot. (D) The
Reading Pane shows the underlying data source. (E) The Filter Menu allows toggling between clusters and sentiment.

to public health policies and to determine the benefits and
drawbacks of current policies. He is analyzing tweets col-
lected on May 10, 2022, about COVID-19 that may relate to
Canada (i.e., with shared locations in Canada, mentions of
Canadian health policies and Canadian public figures, etc.).
His dataset contains 482 rows of CSV data and is 1 MB.
Frank imports his dataset into TextVista and begins ex-

ploring using the Text Frequency View (Figure 2). In this
view, he sees the most frequent terms and term combinations
(n-grams) plotted over 15-minute intervals (Figure 2A; T1,
T2). In the Filter Menu (Figure 2B), he sees that “COVID-19”
and “CANADA” occurred in the dataset 142 and 108 times,
respectively. Immediately, Frank is intrigued by the n-gram
“SAY NO TO” that occurred 36 times, so he clicks on its trian-
gle in the Filter Menu. He looks at the Reading Pane for more
details and notices that tweets with “SAY NO TO” were all
created by a single author who was advertising fake vaccine
QR codes (Figure 2D). As there is currently a policy about
vaccine QR codes, Frank makes a note to investigate this
further and report this to his team.
To understand the nature of the discourse in the data,

Frank moves to the Sentiment and Semantic Clustering View.
In this view, his data topics (clusters) are shown in a stacked
histogram (Figure 1A; T4) and a cluster-based semantic space
visualization (Figure 1B; T5). To avoid confusion with the

Text Frequency View, a different set of colors was used to
encode clusters. Frank also looks into the source of the text
entries extracted from the data source (Figure 1D; T10). In
the semantic visualization (Figure 1B), Frank notices outliers
clustered in the bottom left corner of the semantic space
(Figure 1C). He clicks on each dot, which highlights the
data in the stacked histogram and places the source data
entry at the top of the Reading Pane. Reading the source
data reveals that Frank has a bot that is repeatedly tweeting
“Fauci (G.o.F.)+Ralph Baric/North Carolina” ; (Figure 1D).

Frank then hovers his mouse over the stacked histogram,
and a tooltip reveals a summary of the sentiment in that his-
togram section (T7). Frank notices that one cluster has more
negative sentiments than others. To further investigate this
cluster’s sentiment patterns over time (T7) and the toxicity
of the topics (T9), Frank toggles the toggle switch to “Select
Sentiment” (Figure 1E) to switch the focus of stacked bar to
sentiment (Figure 3). Frank quickly sees that this cluster is
very negative, with a few toxic sections.

Frank moves to the Entity Dial View, where entities were
visualized as bubbles in the center of a radial stacked bar
chart, with their icons indicating their entity type and their
size indicating how frequently they occurred during the
selected time period (Figure 4A).While using this view, Frank
moved the dial around and noticed an NHL entity bubble in
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Figure 2. The Text Frequency View. (A) A line graph displaying term frequency over time. (B) The Filter Menu for term
or n-gram (i.e., phrase) filtering and (C) Flexible encoding options using color or shape. (D) The Reading Pane shows dates,
authors, sources, and source text for each term or n-gram, with the option to hide columns as needed.

Figure 3. The Sentiment and Semantic Clustering View with
the focus toggled to "sentiment." Negative sentiment is repre-
sented by diagonal lines, positive sentiment by crosses, and
threatening sentiment by solid white color.

the centre of the view (T11). After clicking on it and reading
the corresponding source tweets in the Reading Pane (Figure
4E), he sees tweets “NHL teams setting their own itineraries to
avoid COVID-19 testing requirements at US-Canada border”.
Frank makes a note to recommend standardizing testing
practices at land borders to policymakers.

5 Think-Aloud Interview Study
After implementing TextVista, we wanted to evaluate how
well it met the design requirements and needs of data an-
alysts. We conducted a think-aloud interview study to get
feedback and understand participants’ thought processes
using TextVista. We did not conduct a comparison study
with a baseline system, as the goal of our system was to help
analysts find insight into their data. In this case, a compari-
son or usability study is not appropriate to assess if analysts
found insight [26]. Instead, we chose to interview partici-
pants while observing them using our system and thinking
out loud. We focused on probing what participants learned
about the data and how their insights were obtained (e.g.,

asking “Did you have any ‘aha’ moments? Did you find any
unexpected discoveries or connected some knowledge?” ) [48].

5.1 Participants and Method
We recruited 8 participants with experience in data analysis
through our professional networks and snowball sampling.
They all had experience in analyzing various forms of data,
including text. P2, P3, and P4 were part of the initial focus
group. The remaining five participants were new, including
P5, a 34-year-old agender senior data visualization specialist
with 2 years of experience; P6, a 37-year-old female data
visualization specialist with less than a year of experience;
P7, a 26-year-old male foresight analyst with 2 years of ex-
perience; P8, a 59-year-old female senior research manager
and analyst with 7 years of experience; and P9, a 27-year-old
male data scientist with 2 years of experience.
Participants completed the think-aloud interview study

individually, each session lasting approximately one hour.
Interviews took place via Microsoft Teams, with participants
remotely accessing the prototype via their web browser and
sharing their screens. Sessions were audio, video, and screen
recorded, transcribed, and analyzed using grounded the-
ory [12]. Each transcript was independently coded by two
researchers, both of whom are master’s students in human-
computer interaction. These researchers underwent train-
ing in qualitative research from an experienced qualitative
analyst. Researchers discussed and developed a codebook,
resolving discrepancies during the coding process. Emerging
themes and patterns from the codes were identified and dis-
cussed. The dataset used during the study comprised Reddit
posts, TikTok video captions, and tweets about cryptocur-
rency that were posted between May 3, 2009, and August 4,
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Figure 4. The Entity Dial View. (A) A radial stacked bar chart shows entities over time, with entities displayed as bubbles
in the dial’s center, their size indicating frequency. (B) The slider time range filter. (C) A dropdown time interval filter for
selecting aggregation intervals. (D) The Filter Menu allows users to encode clusters by color and filter by entity, sentiment,
and text source. (E) The Reading Pane, where users could read the source text.

2022. This dataset had over 20,400 rows, and each rowwas 25-
70 words long. After completing a demographic survey, par-
ticipants were given a 15-minute walkthrough of TextVista
(∼5 minutes/view). Participants then used TextVista to ex-
plore the dataset while thinking aloud. After, semi-structured
interviews were conducted to understand what participants
learned about the dataset, the potential use of TextVista in
their data analysis workflows, and to gather feedback.

5.2 Results
The study revealed several insights about TextVista.

5.2.1 Supporting Reading. Participants appreciated the
ability to review the source data corresponding to patterns
that caught their interest. For instance, P9 mentioned “One
of the first things I wanted to do was click on these and find
out what this [line] entailed, and so I do love the fact that that
updates down here [in the Reading Pane]”. P6 commented “I
really appreciate[d] the fact that the text can be accessed in
its entirety.” P6 and P8 also commented that the Reading
Pane was their favourite aspect of the visualization; P8 said
“I have to say that my favourite was in the text itself. I loved
playing there...I love trying to manipulate [data] to see what I
can get it to show me.” The flexibility of the Reading Pane
was also found to be useful, with P2 and P3 commenting
on the utility of adding or removing columns in the tabular

Reading Pane as they thought about what they would like
to have displayed while analyzing their own data.

5.2.2 Personalizing Explorations. TextVista had two
ways to filter time, i.e., by time range and by aggregation
interval. The first enabled participants to select the starting
and ending shown in the visualization, while the second
enabled them to choose the aggregation time interval, i.e.,
years, quarters, months, etc. P8 commented that they “really
liked the idea of being able to change the time element to see if
I look at it by days, by weeks, by months– how does my visu-
alization of it change? And then how do I think about how the
data works differently because of that? That was an interesting
aspect.” The interval-based time scaling did help participants
uncover nuances in trends over time. TextVista’s timescale
was controlled by user selections, future iterations could add
server-side architecture to support the automatic selection of
the best aggregation interval based on a dataset’s time range
and a user’s screen dimensions [31, 67]. Participants appre-
ciated how choosing their own encodings supported their
exploration of the data in different ways. P4 commented, “I
like the fact that you can choose your colors easily. It targets
what you’re looking at that I liked that a lot. This is something
that whether they’re different shapes and colors, they were
intuitive and that was really a strength of the platform.”
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5.2.3 Finding Patterns and Serendipitous Discoveries.
Participants commented that patterns quickly jumped out at
them while using all three views, with half reporting having
had ‘Aha!’ or serendipitous moments that encouraged them
to dig deeper. In the Entity Dial View, bubbles piqued partici-
pants’ interest. P2, P3, P5, P8 and P9 noticed the entity ‘Elon
Musk’ and clicked on it. As P3 noted, “There’s an interesting
moment here. This means where Elon Musk and Cryptomarket
are both mentioned, Grimes is mentioned too.” Serendipitous
discoveries were also made while using the Text Frequency
View. Seeing the data by frequency piqued participants’ cu-
riosity and led them to further discoveries of a pattern (e.g.,
bots were identified, “giveaway crypto cryptocurrency” ).

P8 was particularly interested in understanding the senti-
ment of the data, so they used the Sentiment and Semantic
Clustering View to compare the amount of positive, negative,
or threatening (toxic) content. Participants found TextVista
engaging. P7 said, “For me, [it] was just a really new and ex-
citing way to look at data.” P9 commented, “It’s fun to interact
with; it kind of makes data fun, creative, and cool.”. P2 high-
lighted the enjoyment of exploration, “The greatest utility is
being able to just mess around, play with data, and just explore
what could come out because you never know. That’s where
you’re going to potentially find really interesting insights.”

5.2.4 Offering Various Data Views. During the study,
participants shared their preferences for various features and
views. These comments highlighted how providing multiple
access points to the data not only encouraged exploration but
also helped them address critical questions in their analysis.
P3 preferred the Sentiment and Semantic Clustering View,
saying “That’s where I would have probably spent most of
my time because it answers the types of questions that I’m
wondering when I’m looking at my dataset ... how are those
elements meeting in the cluster of meaning?”. P9 preferred the
Text Frequency View, commenting, “It’s clear, it’s concise, it
tells me exactly what I want to know.”. P5 preferred the Entity
Dial View, saying “You can take some time and pause and
analyze this, it’s breathable. It’s not overwhelming. ... it was
really clear to see patterns, to see days or weeks with the highest
amount of entries and the entities ... it’s also fun and interesting
to explore.” Each TextVista’s view helped different analysts
answer different types of questions they had in mind.

6 Diary Study
During the Think-Aloud Interview Study, we gathered in-
sights into analysts’ thought processes. However, partici-
pants’ unfamiliarity with the dataset limited their ability to
dig deeper into the data. Thus, evaluations of visualization
systems to support data analysis need to capture a holistic
and realistic perspective, which necessitates studying the
systems in their intended environment with domain experts
and realistic tasks [38]. need to capture a holistic and realistic
perspective, which needs to be done by studying the systems

used in their intended environment with realistic tasks and
domain experts [38]. To understand the use of TextVista
in the real world, we conducted a two-week diary study
where participants used their own datasets with TextVista.
We selected diary studies as they can provide insights about
usage patterns, pain points, and potential improvements in a
real-world setting [30, 66]. A two-week period allowed par-
ticipants ample time with TextVista and ‘incubation’ periods
for extended reflection and discovery.

6.1 Participants and Methods
We recruited 2 participants via our professional networks
and snowball sampling. They both had experience in an-
alyzing various forms of data, including text.P2 was part
of the initial focus group and interview study, while P10
is a 49-year-old female analytics consultant with one year
of experience. Participants used their own datasets during
the study. Both participants collected and formatted their
datasets in advance, providing them with a level of aware-
ness of their data. P2 analyzed a dataset on global protest
movements collected in May 2023, comprising 370 rows of
text data sourced from online media. Each row was about
500 words long. P10 analyzed a dataset on election promises
of Canadian politicians from 1994 to 2019, consisting of over
1,400 rows with each row containing 25-100 words.

We first applied NLP techniques (refer to Section 4.1) to
preprocess the datasets and upload them to private, password-
protected instances of TextVista accessible to participants
for two weeks. Participants maintained a diary document-
ing their discoveries, analysis methods, time spent using
TextVista, and ideas for improvements (See Supplementary
Materials). After the two-week period, we conducted 30-
minute semi-structured interviews viaMicrosoft Teamswhich
were audio, video, and screen recorded. Transcripts and di-
aries were analyzed using grounded theory [12]. Each tran-
script was independently coded by two researchers, both of
whom are master’s students in human-computer interaction.
These researchers underwent training in qualitative research
from an experienced qualitative analyst. Researchers dis-
cussed and developed a codebook, resolving discrepancies
during the coding process. Emerging themes and patterns
from the codes were identified and discussed.

6.2 Results
By exploring data with TextVista, participants were able to
find new insights. P2 wrote 7 journal entries, analyzing a
global protest movement dataset to understand active move-
ments, involved entities, and media narratives. P10, with 1
journal entry, examined a political promise dataset to un-
cover prevalent words, themes, and political rhetoric changes
over time. Here, we reflect on the analysis of these journals.

6.2.1 Analysis of Global Protest Data (P2). P2 “had a
hunch” about the protest movement patterns across the globe
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when he began his analysis and found that the Entity Dial
view was the most useful for his goals. He described the
aggregate view that Entity Dial provided him “immediate
value” by showing him a useful summary of his data. As he
explored his data, he formulated new questions to answer,
i.e., “there were questions that arose from looking at that [En-
tity Dial] graph and so that’s where I spent most of my time.”
P2 highlighted how the Entity Dial view aided his under-
standing of frequently mentioned entities in news articles
about protest movements. He utilized the flexible time scale
to focus on specific events and accessed the Reading Pane by
clicking on entities, saying “The dial is a great way to select
relevant entries in the Reading Pane. I can trace back the most
important stories that happened.” This approach deepened
P2’s understanding of relationships and dynamics among
the entities of interest, revealing differing media narratives.
P2 was intrigued by the Sentiment and Semantic Clus-

tering view but found it difficult to understand the visual
representation of the semantic space. While he could detect
outliers, P2 found it difficult to understand why certain clus-
ters were outliers or why they were grouped together, e.g., “I
know that it’s based on an algorithm that joins things together,
clusters things together, but how did it come to those results?
if I could understand...why are those [entries] close together?
That would be useful.” Visualizing the decision process of the
clustering algorithm could help users understand how the
process has classified their data in a way that only visualizing
the final result cannot. P2 was able to find new insights using
the Entity Dial view, via its flexible time scale and Reading
Pane. The patterns revealed in the view encouraged him to
ask new questions about his data, which he could answer by
filtering and accessing the Reading Pane.

6.2.2 Analysis of Political Rhetoric Data (P10). P10
began his process by exploring each view. When he encoun-
tered a pattern that he didn’t understand, he wrote down
his questions about the data and returned to them later, e.g.,
“Some of the results were immediately clear when I clicked on
the patterns [but] in some cases when I was analyzing it and
being like, OK, I don’t understand what this is, then just writ-
ing it, it brought me other questions and when I went back to
the app, I was actually able to figure it out.” This strategy of
asking new questions and stepping away from the analysis
for a time served as an incubation period during his analysis.
As P10 was primarily concerned with topics and terms

used, he reviewed the terms by exploring the frequent terms
and n-grams in the Text View and focused on particular time
periods. This led to insights into trends in political parties’
rhetorics over the years. The Entity Dial view confirmed
P10’s ideas about the entities discussed at different times.
Similar to P2, P10 found the semantic space in the Sentiment
and Semantic Clustering was difficult to understand.

6.3 Summary
Both P2 and P10 found insights in their data and confirmed
that TextVista was useful for their analysis. Certain features
were particularly helpful for both participants, namely the
quick transitions between the visualizations and the Read-
ing Pane and the flexible encodings. Both of these features
enabled participants to identify patterns and gain an un-
derstanding of what these patterns meant. The temporal
dimension of the views helped both participants understand
how their data evolved over time. While the stacked his-
togram in the Sentiment and Semantic Clustering view made
sense to participants, they found the semantic space confus-
ing and difficult to understand. They expressed a desire for
more understandable cluster labels and transparency about
how the clustering algorithm created the clusters.

7 Discussion
The development and evaluation of TextVista revealed many
insights about the design of future time-series text-based data
visualization systems that leverage NLP and support reading,
as well as opportunities for future NLP techniques to support
visualization. Based on these insights, we provide guidelines
for designing NLP-enriched text-based data visualizations.

Supporting Reading during Analysis Workflows: All
participants highlighted the importance of reading in their
analysis workflows to understand the nuances of relation-
ships within their datasets. The in-situ support for reading
enabled participants to have more fluid, intuitive workflows
across TextVista’s multiple views. These findings are similar
to those of other text-focused visualization systems such as
ChartWalk [61] and Doccurate [62] and echo beliefs that
despite advances in NLP, systems should not use NLP to
replace fine-grained human judgment [21]. During our fo-
cus group, participants wanted a visualization that would
help them understand the relationships between entities
and topics in their data. They found it challenging to grasp
these relationships due to the dynamic nature of perspec-
tives and changes over time within different data segments.
While TextVista’s views showed trends, analyzing deeper
relationships between entities required close reading (e.g.,
P2 read the source text to understand how entities in differ-
ent protests related to each other). Using NLP techniques to
identify or quantify such relationships would be useful to
explore, as would the development of in-text visualization
techniques to support the reading of multiple data sources
at once [59]. . Deep learning text summarization techniques
may also be useful, but the level of summarization and trust-
worthiness of summaries for users reading the source data
directly needs to be determined [56].

Facilitating Discovery; Read to Deepen Understand-
ing:During our focus groups, we identified how participants
were often triggered by topics, entities, sentiments, and un-
expected words while discovering unknown unknowns. It is
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important to note that the context of these triggers influenced
the discoveries that were made. TextVista supported such
discoveries in two ways. First, question-focused overviews
are designed to prompt participants to ask new questions
about their data and guide them in determining what to
explore next. These views facilitated exploratory searches,
giving analysts the autonomy to decide what should be vi-
sualized. Second, by incorporating source text within every
view, TextVista allowed fluid transitions between visualiza-
tions and source text. This allowed participants to utilize
reading to uncover insights beyond what the visualizations
displayed. The fusion of these techniques enabled partici-
pants uncover more insights about their data and deepen
their understanding of these insights as they moved between
views and source data, providing a more comprehensive anal-
ysis experience. There is a need for further research [3, 64]
to discover what makes an effective serendipitous trigger
and how to contextualize these triggers using visualization.
Transparency of Visualized Data: The Sentiment and

Semantic Clustering view visualized the underlying data to
provide insights into its semantic nature. In some cases, this
enabled the detection of outliers and bots, but this was not
always appreciated. For example, during the Diary Study,
P2 detected outliers but couldn’t understand why these data
points were outliers. In the field of AI, there has been an in-
creased interest in explainable AI (XAI) and techniques that
can provide more transparency about the data and methods
used within AI and machine learning algorithms [9]. While
the Sentiment and Semantic Clustering view was found to be
useful, future work should explore which techniques or UI el-
ements could be integrated into systems similar to TextVista
to provide increased transparency about the NLP techniques
and data used within visualizations.
Opportunities for (Semi-) Guided Exploration: Al-

though TextVista’s views were designed to address underly-
ing questions and tasks, they did not explicitly guide partici-
pants to specific questions about their data or suggest areas
of focus within the views. Participants were left to freely ex-
plore the interface and focus on what was important to them;
however, some users may benefit from the inclusion of semi-
guided exploration techniques. By incorporating techniques
to compute data interestingness [23] or detect outliers [1], or
by utilizing one’s interaction history, systems could highlight
unusual or interesting entities, topics, or outliers that a user
may want to explore. Such functionality should be customiz-
able, allowing users to turn it on/off as needed or perhaps
automatically activate when a user seems fixated on a partic-
ular view or topic in their data. In scenarios where multiple
users have consulted a dataset, systems could also provide
awareness about dataset segments or views that received
abundant or little attention. However, which UI components
or techniques should be used to draw attention to or away
from such content and how much or little guidance should
be provided to users remains to be explored.

Limitations: This research adopted a user-centered de-
sign approach to develop TextVista; however, it should be
noted that user-centered design can sometimes lead to an
over-reliance on user feedback, potentially stifling innova-
tion as designers might only iterate on existing ideas rather
than explore radical new ones [47]. Challenges can also arise
when this system is scaled up and delivered to a wider set of
users and large or more unique datasets are employed. Future
work should focus on assessing TextVista’s performance and
scalability with larger datasets. As such, the findings should
be carefully considered when applying them to structured
text visualizations or data without time-based information.
The number of participants in the design process was small,
which may not represent all potential future users, so the
findings and TextVista’s implementation may have uninten-
tionally perpetuated biases or overlooked the needs of future
users [14]. Additionally, our diary study showed adherence
problems [55]. However, we believe sharing the results of
such deep, sustained engagement in the system is beneficial
in choosing when and with whom to conduct a diary study.

8 Conclusion
Given the increasing volume of text-based data in today’s
digital landscape, relying solely on manual techniques for
analysis is impractical. This work sought to design and de-
velop a visualization system that integrated NLP techniques
to support the analysis of unstructured text with temporal
references. We began by conducting a focus group with data
analysts to understand text-based analysis processes and
needs. The focus group discussions were distilled into design
requirements and visualization tasks to guide the develop-
ment of TextVista. We conducted two evaluation studies:
a think-aloud interview study and a diary study. From the
think-aloud interview study, we gained insight into howwell
TextVista addressed our design requirements and into our
users’ thought processes as they used the visualization. The
diary study provided deeper insights into how TextVista was
able to support long-term text analysis. Across both evalua-
tions, participants found TextVista to be a useful tool that
supported them in determining what to explore in their data
and prompted them to ask new questions about their data.
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